
Zoom Ideas for 1 Corinthians 13:1-13 
 
What is this document for? This first bit is the same every week, but the second half is different. 
 
Dan wrote these studies before social distancing practices began. Here are some ideas and options for                
running this study through Zoom. You don’t have to do any of this at all, but it might give you some ideas that                       
would help your group to get into the Word together. I’ll keep it as brief as I can! 
Zoom makes it quite difficult to have a free flowing discussion, where people add a little bit here and a little bit                      
there as we journey our way through the passage together. Although it can feel a bit more like a tutorial or a                      
classroom, it can sometimes work better to figure out ways of “going around the room” - this is where you ask                     
a broad and open question, and then ask each person by name to share something in response to the                   
question. Another option is to use Breakout rooms first, and then “go around the groups” and ask one person                   
from each group to summarise and share their group’s response. This document will basically give you ideas                 
for how to cut a study with ~10 questions down to one with ~3 questions which can be done in the style of                       
“going around the room” with or without Breakout rooms. 
 
See the Up-To-Date Resources for Online Groups post at the top of this page if you need help with leading                    
Zoom groups in general, or to enable Breakout rooms. 
If you or someone in your group needs more help using Zoom, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with Ben                     
Broadfoot who can organise a Zoom training buddy. 

1 Corinthians 13:1-13 in ~3 questions 
Dan has helpfully broken this passage down into three parts. Basically you just want to work out a way to have                     
a discussion about each section. I would run most of this study in Breakout rooms. I’ve had a shot at giving a                      
single (sometimes long) question to start each discussion. The context stuff really comes out as needed at the                  
start and end of the passage, so you might not need to do anything more than ask “how’d you find the sermon                      
this weekend?” You’re more after features from the passage than complaints about the preaching style :) 
 
Verses 1-3: “In verses 1-3 Paul discusses love alongside a range of impressive spiritual traits and behaviours.                 
How should these verses change the way we view our world and our lives?” This is an attempt to get people to                      
look at the details of the verses, discover their meaning, and do some application reflection coming out of that.                   
You’re sort of jumping straight to application, but reminding people that they need to understand the verses to                  
apply it correctly. I’d do this in breakout rooms, then return and have one person from each group share what                    
their group discussed. If there are things that Dan’s study/video would have brought out through questions 1-4                 
that the groups don’t discover, share them as your own turn to share your reflections. 
 
Verses 4-7: “Use verses 4-7 to consider your own love. Of course, these verses will show us that we’ve still                    
got a long way to go! But how are we going at using our gifts to serve and love others?” Same as last question,                        
you’re starting with application but forcing people into the text. Again, Breakout rooms, share when you’re                
back. Cover material from questions 5-9 as you take your turn to share. Don’t feel like you need to go on and                      
on though. Simply being able to say something that points people back to the passage AND shares where                  
you’re at is sufficient, “When I do a health-check on my love from these verses, verse 7 really stands out - love                      
always… and always… and always… I do those things sometimes, so I’m still growing.... 
 
Verses 8-13: I’d just ask a general “what does this mean” type of question here, but point out some important                    
features to notice. So something like, “In verses 8-13, Paul explains that some things go on forever, and some                   
things wind up. What point is he making here in 8-13?” This one you might be able to do as a whole group                       
discussion. It’s probably too hard a question to go around the room with, and people will need some time                   
hearing other people’s thoughts while staring at the verses themselves. You can share your reflections from                
the video and questions 10-13 to wrap it up before praying. 
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